ESTHETIC CASE INVENTORY, DETAILED
1. Detailed laboratory instructions and narrative, to include:
Teeth treated.
Type of restorations ( if established).
Reason for treatment.
Patient’s goals and desires.
Relevant treatment information ie: future Tx, recent bleaching, health-compromised
patient, etc..).
Inventory of items sent.
Two shades desired (taken before procedures) and existing/underlying.
Shade mapping as a complement to photos.
2. Photographic records for smile design: (minimum AACD standard views required )
View 1: Full face, frontal, 1:10.
View 2: Full smile, non-retracted frontal, 1:2.
View 5: Retracted frontal view, 1:2.
View 8: Retracted frontal view incisors (or treated teeth), 1:1.
Any other view that depicts relevant perspective.
3. Photographic records for shade:
High-quality slides, prints or high-resolution digital prints showing teeth to be matched
and the closest shade guide together, at same distance from camera.
-Must be taken at very beginning of appointment to avoid dehydration lightening.
-The number on the shade tabs must be visible.
-Take at least 3 photos at different angles to avoid reflections.
Opposing arch: same as above, depicting teeth of opposing arch.
Views of prepped teeth with closest stump shade.
4. Impression of the prepared arch:
Polyvinyl or polyether impression, so it may be poured several times.
Full arch.
All margins clearly visible.
All occlusal surfaces of posteriors clear, for correct mounting.
5. Opposing model:
Preferably taken in a resilient stable material, same as treated arch.
Full arch.
If alginate, then to be poured with vacuum-mixed stone.
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6. Approved provisional model, patient-approved for form and function:
Full arch so it can be mounted in centric.
The most accurate and clear possible.
Must clearly capture gingival contours, embrasures.
Posterior occlusal surfaces clear and undistorted.
7. Pre-operatory model:
Useful for diagnosis and reference.
8. Two types of bite records:
Between Preparations and Opposing
Centric bite, not wax or Duralay, but elastomeric material.
Ensure patient is not retruded or underclosed
Between Provisionals and Opposing (VERY IMPORTANT)
So study model is mounted correctly and followed.
9. Horizontal reference:
Midliner® with bubble level glued in place
(WE HAVE MIDLINERS AVAILABLE - PLEASE ASK US).
Stick bite (use plastic brush handle instead of Q-tip wood applicator).
10. Any other relevant item or record, ie:
Reference from a smile guide.
Cut-out from a magazine.
Patient’s previous photograph.
X-rays, etc…
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